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The new SABRE 452 will carry you to the ends of the earth in comfort and safety, with a style and grace
that no other bluewater yacht can offer. And she'll call on the SABRE heritage of performance cruising to
get you there well ahead of the others.
Designed by Boat of the Year Award winning collaboration of the Sabre
Design Team and Jim Taylor Yacht Design, the Sabre 452 is the new
flagship of the Sabre Fleet. She has been thought out to the smallest
detail, with your safety, comfort and confidence at the forefront of every
design and engineering decision.
&Mac221;&Mac221;&Mac221;
Specifications
Literally hundreds of innovative ideas and details, many gathered from
LOA...................................45'2" discussions with over 2,000 Sabre owners, have been incorporated into
LWL..................................38'4" this magnificent design.
Beam...............................14'1"
One of the features offered by Sabre in their yacht construction is
personalization of the design to meet the individual sailor's needs.
Draft.................................5'6"
MARSKEEL TECHNOLOGY produces two keel options. The Standard
Fin Keel has a draft of 7'9" while the Bulb Wing Keel's draft is 5'6". The
Standard Fin Keel
Bulb Wing Keel has a 'bulb' type head that transforms to an aft wing. The
Draft....................................7'9" stainless steel welded keel cage is cast in antimonial lead and silicon
Displacement............26,500lbs. bronze fasteners are used for attachment.
Ballast.........................10,200lbs.
Another unique option available is the choice of either a traditional or step
transom. These are just two examples of how Sabre sailors may order it their way.
Bulb Wing Keel

With the design of the Sabre 402 in 1996, Sabre chose to use a carbon fibre rudder stock in place of
stainless steel. This lowered the weight by 120 lbs., reducing the weight to the aft of the boat, lessening
pitching while bluewater cruising. The hull is 3/4" balsa
sandwich core which provides superior stiffness, and sonic and
thermal insulation as well. The 452 utilizes the finest hardware
and fittings that will provide years of sailing performance on
extended cruises or day sailing. Just ask those 2,000+&Mac221;
Sabre owners worldwide!

